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目的：通过使用环境扫描电子显微镜（ESEM）来获取后方悬韧带附着点的图像，以研究后方悬韧带和前方玻璃体膜之间的关系。在前视图中，悬韧带的纤维将后方结构与视网膜和视神经盘分开。这种方法可以通过调整后方结构和视网膜之间的距离来观察悬韧带纤维的附着。

结果：在所有眼睛中都可以观察到这种关系。在后方视网膜和前方玻璃体膜之间存在一种强大的关系。这种关系以前没有被完全探索，仍然需要进一步证实。

结论：现有的描述并不能完全解释悬韧带的结构，但可以影响其机制。这个研究的目的是开发一种技术来研究后方悬韧带和前方玻璃体膜之间的关系。

方法：通过使用ESEM技术，后方悬韧带纤维和前方玻璃体膜之间的关系被研究。这种方法结合了环境扫描电子显微镜（ESEM）和前视图检查，以研究眼睛的后方结构。
on feedback information from the live images, until the best image was obtained. During image acquisition, the sample gradually dehydrates due to the partial vacuum (1–5 Torr) inside the ESEM chamber. The dehydration process has two distinct progressive steps. In the first step (initial dehydration, ~20 minutes), excess moisture remaining from the immersion medium evaporates from the sample's surface until anatomic features become visible. This marks the beginning of the second step (hydration window), which (~1 hour) starts once the surface moisture has evaporated and the tissue bulk starts to dehydrate progressively. A slow progressive shrinking of the ciliary body occurs, but changes are initially very slow and are not detected during the image-acquisition scan (~1 minute). At the end of the hydration window, the anatomic changes due to dehydration occur at a faster rate and affect image acquisition if they occur during the photograph scan.

The zonular fibers start to rupture, and tears can develop in the hyaloid membrane. In addition, as dehydration progresses, tissue may start accumulating charge, which compromises image contrast. Images taken during a typical dehydration sequence are shown in Figure 3.

Since the effects of dehydration are progressive, there was no clear objective endpoint to the image collection. Most of the micrographs showing the posterior zonular insertion into the hyaloid membrane were recorded in the slow-dehydration phase of the hydration window, before structural damage to the zonules or hyaloid membrane. However, images were acquired even after the onset of zonular fiber rupture or hyaloid membrane tears, because some of these images provide valuable qualitative information, despite tissue damage. The imaging session was generally stopped only after no useful information could be obtained from the images, either due to excessive tissue damage or to loss of contrast.

RESULTS

Detailed pictures of the accommodation apparatus were obtained in all eyes. The stretch provided by the lens stretcher exposed the structures and provided a clear, unobstructed anterior view from the anterior zonule to the hyaloid membrane. The lens; zonular lamella; anterior, posterior, and meridional zonular fibers; ciliary body; and hyaloid membrane could be identified with ease. The large depth of field (>2 mm) obtained at magnifications of 50× or less allows the different zonular fiber layers and the hyaloid membrane to be in focus in a single image.

Images show that the posterior zonule interacts with the anterior hyaloid membrane. In none of the anterior views were zonular fibers found to go from the ciliary body directly to the posterior lens (Fig. 4). Instead, the fibers projected into the anterior hyaloid membrane. Zonular fibers appear to bond with the membrane at the point of contact and from there continue their course toward the lens along the same plane (Fig. 5). A
detailed view of the insertion site revealed a tissue matrix that may serve as the attachment mechanism (Fig. 5). Cross-sectional images showed some zonular fibers inserting into the hyaloid membrane at points that are very close to the lens (arguably on Wieger’s ligament). However, nearly all of the zonules insert into the hyaloid membrane proximal to the ciliary body (Fig. 6), confirming the anterior view observations.

Some images were acquired in samples where the tissue ruptured under dehydration stress in the ESEM chamber. Although the zonular fibers and the hyaloid membrane showed critical signs of damage, posterior zonular fiber insertions on the anterior hyaloid membrane were observed to be preserved. All the posterior zonules remained attached (or embedded) in the membrane. This observation suggests that the posterior

FIGURE 4. Anterior view of the accommodation apparatus in two different subjects (A, B). The path of the anterior zonular fibers is clearly visible, running from the ciliary body (CB) to the lens (L) in a straight line. Posterior zonules appear as diffuse lines in the background; they lie on the plane of the hyaloid membrane. Their origin in the ciliary body is hard to identify in this view. Arrows: examples of zonular fibers that run from the ciliary body to the hyaloid membrane, before continuing to the lens. No posterior fibers were found to traverse directly from the ciliary processes to the posterior lens.

FIGURE 5. Detail of posterior zonular fiber inserting in hyaloid membrane. (A) A posterior zonular fiber (PZ) originating from the ciliary body (CB) anchors in the anterior hyaloid membrane (AHM). It continues its course toward the posterior lens, embedded in the membrane (PZ-HM). (B) Detail of the insertion point of a posterior zonular fiber in the hyaloid membrane. A tissue matrix can be observed at the interface. The fiber can be seen after the insertion, in the plane of the membrane.
zonules are strongly connected to the anterior hyaloid membrane (Fig. 7).

**DISCUSSION**

Our results provide strong evidence that, contrary to the classic description, the posterior zonule does not insert predominantly into the posterior lens capsule. The majority of the posterior zonular fibers were found to insert into the anterior hyaloid membrane on their path toward Wieger’s ligament on the posterior lens capsule (Fig. 8).

The conventional SEM methods used in studies that led to the classic description of the zonular architecture had technical limitations that may have interfered with the observation of this feature. Conventional topographic SEM study of the human zonule typically requires separate scanning of its anterior and posterior fibers. After the anterior fibers are imaged, the tissue has to be manipulated to expose the posterior fibers to the electron beam. Because the anterior hyaloid membrane covers the accommodation apparatus posteriorly, it was usually removed to expose the posterior zonule for imaging. In other studies, the lens was extracted by cutting the zonules and anterior vitreous to preserve the zonular insertion in the lens capsule for examination. These preparation techniques reduced the chances of observing any relation of the posterior zonule with the anterior hyaloid membrane. In previous studies made by our group with conventional SEM, dehydration was identified as the most deleterious step of tissue processing. Delicate structures such as the lens capsule, zonular fibers, and hyaloid membrane sustained damage that affected their proper anatomic exploration (Lamar et al. IOVS 2005;46:ARVO E-Abstract 737).

**Figure 6.** Cross-sectional view of zonular architecture. (A) Abundant anterior (AZ) and equatorial (EZ) fibers are seen running from the ciliary body (CB) to the lens periphery. A few fibers are visible with a posterior orientation (PZ). The hyaloid membrane is visible as a white sheath at the bottom (HM). A detailed view of the boxed area is seen in (B). (B) A closer look toward the ciliary body reveals numerous posterior zonules projecting into the anterior hyaloid membrane very close to their origin in the ciliary body. The proximity of the insertions to the ciliary processes makes them invisible in the anterior views.

**Figure 7.** Anterior view of circumlental space showing tissue failure due to dehydration stresses. Ruptures in the anterior hyaloid membrane (AHM) and anterior zonular fibers (AZ) are evident. Arrows: points of insertion of posterior zonular fibers in the membrane. Posterior zonular fibers remain embedded in the hyaloid membrane (PZ-HM). L, lens; CB, ciliary body.

**Figure 8.** Proposed architecture of the accommodation apparatus. AZ, anterior zonule; EZ-MZ, equatorial and meridional zonule; PZ, posterior zonule; AHM, anterior hyaloid membrane; PZ-HM, posterior zonule embedded in the hyaloid membrane.
ESEM provided the means to study the zonule and its geometrical organization thoroughly, with detail comparable to conventional SEM. The main advantage of ESEM is that it allows “wet-mode” imaging under low vacuum. Organic solvent dehydration and critical-point drying used in conventional electron microscopy preparation are not necessary. The detection mechanism in the ESEM also avoids the need for conductive coating of the specimen. These two features reduce the risk of alteration of anatomic structures during preparation. The large depth of field of the ESEM, combined with the added anatomic exposure gained with the stretcher, enabled us to avoid removing the hyaloid membrane for imaging. With this technique, structures at different depths from the anterior zonule to the hyaloid membrane could be seen in focus in a single image. This allowed us to explore the posterior zonule from an anterior view, through the gaps between the anterior zonular fibers. This eliminates the need of peeling or removing the hyaloid membrane to explore the posterior zonule from a posterior view. Since the hyaloid membrane was left intact, with remnants of vitreous attached, no images were taken from a posterior view.

Although ESEM has the capability of imaging unfixed samples, the limited availability of fresh tissue and scheduling delays between preparation and imaging made this approach impractical. Most of the samples were fixed for preservation purposes, using 2% formaldehyde solution. Unfixed samples were scanned to determine whether the posterior fiber adhesion to the hyaloid membrane could be an artifact caused by fixation. The results showed no macroscopic structural difference between unfixed and fixed tissue. Posterior zonular insertions in the hyaloid membrane and zonular fibers traveling through the hyaloid membrane were found in the unfixed sample (Fig. 9). However, the integrity of the sample and the optimal hydration window duration were significantly reduced in the unfixed tissue.

Our findings are consistent with several previous anatomic observations. As early as 1942, through gross dissection, Minsky15 described a “hyalo-zonular leaf,” consisting of zonular fibers that run on the anterior surface of the hyaloid membrane. Later, Davanger6 and Reich et al.16 showed SEM micrographs of zonular fibers embedded in the hyaloid membrane. An ingenious study by Albrecht and Eisner,17 involving zonular stretching, showed further evidence of a complex system of posterior fibers. They describe a set of fibers running from the hyaloid membrane to the posterior lens capsule, which they named the “hyalo-capsular zonule,” and another set from the hyaloid membrane to the ciliary body, which they named the “hyalo-ciliary zonule.”

In 1978 Streiten and Pulasky15 convincingly demonstrated a relationship between the anterior hyaloid membrane and the posterior zonule. They observed that during cataract extraction, remnants of the posterior zonular fibers were rarely found on the lens, whereas remnants of the anterior, equatorial, and meridional fibers were present. Posterior fibers were found to be left behind, still adherent to the anterior hyaloid membrane, which showed that the relationship was not an artifact or inconsequential, but that it was authentic and significantly stronger than that of the zonule to the lens itself. When Streiten and Pulasky attempted to explore the relationship between the posterior zonule and hyaloid membrane with electron microscopy, they encountered many difficulties related to tissue handling and processing, including rupture of fibrillar attachments and hyaloid membrane peeling. They specifically discuss that the zonular fibers become more adherent to the lens after fixation, which could help explain why previous investigators were able to see the posterior fibers, even after removal of the hyaloid membrane. In addition, we have observed that in dehydrated preparations, the thin hyaloid membrane becomes weak and brittle and can be easily separated from the lens and zonules, leaving behind the more resistant posterior zonular fibers. Davanger6 and Rohen4 have been able to observe the posterior zonule, but specifically mention the removal of the hyaloid membrane after fixing and dehydration in their methods. A more recent study by Canals et al.15 is able to show micrographs of the posterior zonule after removal of the hyaloid membrane, but again, the group specifically points out that the intense adhesion of the hyaloid membrane to the posterior zonules leads to observations of remnants of hyaloid membrane on the posterior zonular fibers.

The posterior zonular attachment to the anterior hyaloid membrane could have an effect on the mechanics of accommodation. Because anterior zonules run a straight path from the ciliary body to the lens, any contraction or relaxation of the ciliary body directly reflects on the anterior lens capsule. In contrast, the force transmitted from the ciliary body to the posterior lens, via the posterior zonular fibers, will be mediated by the hyaloid membrane. The forces acting on the posterior lens capsule could effectively be less intense than those exerted on the anterior capsule by the anterior zonule. This is consistent with observations of lens behavior during accommodation.18–24 The changes in posterior lens curvature, as well as the displacement of the posterior pole during accommodation, have been reported to be much less than the changes on the anterior lens. Our findings provide anatomic evidence that corroborate to some extent models that advocate
posterior lens suspension or support, like those of Coleman\textsuperscript{25,26} or Koretz and Handelman\textsuperscript{27} and Strenk et al.\textsuperscript{28}
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